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Far North 1988
in this series of seven books photojournalist jan reynolds documents the distinctive cultures and climates of
indigenous peoples

Far North 1992-04
the art of photography was still young when edward sheriff curtis joined the harriman expedition in 1899 he left
home a studio photographer he returned a zealot with a mission to document the world of the natives throughout
north america before white settlers destroyed it utterly this book features the best of edward sheriff curtis s turn of
the century alaska images alongside translations of native legends and reflections of modern day natives

Far North 2007
examines the vanishing culture of the tiwi tribe aborigines who live on a small island off the coast of australia

Natives of the Far North 1994
describes the traditional ways of life of an inuit family living in the canadian northwest territories and some of the
changes they have had to face

Down Under 1992
for more than 30 years renowned anthropologist wade davis has traveled the globe studying the mysteries of
sacred plants and celebrating the world s traditional cultures his passion as an ethnobotanist has brought him to
the very center of indigenous life in places as remote and diverse as the canadian arctic the deserts of north africa
the rain forests of borneo the mountains of tibet and the surreal cultural landscape of haiti in light at the edge of
the world davis explores the idea that these distinct cultures represent unique visions of life itself and have much to
teach the rest of the world about different ways of living and thinking as he investigates the dark undercurrents
tearing people from their past and propelling them into an uncertain future davis reiterates that the threats faced
by indigenous cultures endanger and diminish all cultures

Frozen Land 1993
describes the way of life of the tuaregs a nomadic culture that presently exists in the sahara the world s largest
desert

Frozen Land: Vanishing Cultures 2009-12-01
bringing together scholarly research by climate experts working in different locations and social science disciplines
this book offers insights into how climate change is socially and culturally constructed whereas existing studies of
climate cultural differences are predominantly rooted in a static understanding of culture cultural globalization
theory suggests that new formations emerge dynamically at different social and spatial scales this volume gathers
analyses of climate cultural formations within various spaces and regions in the united states and the european
union it focuses particularly on the emergence of new social movements and coalitions devoted to fighting climate
change on both sides of the atlantic overall climate cultures in europe and north america provides empirical and
theoretical findings that contribute to current debates on globalization conflict and governance as well as cultural
and social change this book will be of great interest to students and scholars of climate change environmental
policy and politics environmental sociology and cultural studies

Light at the Edge of the World 1991
the award winning vanishing cultures seven book series now available again in beautiful updated editions features
photographic accounts of children from indigenous cultures around the world exploring their daily lives relationships
with their environments and challenges in a changing world

Sahara 2022-07-28
an extensive history of the american museum of natural history and hayden planetarium featuring a cast of colorful
characters the american museum of natural history is one of new york city s most beloved institutions and one of
the largest most celebrated museums in the world since 1869 generations of new yorkers and tourists of all ages
have been educated and entertained here located across from central park the sprawling structure spanning four
city blocks is a fascinating conglomeration of many buildings of diverse architectural styles built over a period of
150 years the first book to tell the history of the museum from the point of view of these buildings including the
planned gilder center the american museum of natural history and how it got that way contextualizes them within
new york and american history and the history of science part ii the heavens in the attic is the first detailed history
of the hayden planetarium from the museum s earliest astronomy exhibits to clyde fisher and the original
planetarium to neil degrasse tyson and the rose center for earth and space and it features a photographic tour
through the original hayden planetarium author colin davey spent much of his childhood literally and figuratively
lost in the museum s labyrinthine hallways the museum grew in fits and starts according to the vicissitudes of
backroom deals personal agendas two world wars the great depression and the cold war chronicling its evolution
from the selection of a desolate rocky hilly swampy site known as manhattan square to the present day the book
includes some of the most important and colorful characters in the city s history including the notoriously corrupt
and powerful boss tweed father of new york city andrew haswell green and twentieth century powerbroker and
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master builder robert moses museum presidents morris k jesup henry fairfield osborn and ellen futter and american
presidents polar and african explorers dinosaur hunters and german rocket scientists features a new preface by the
author and a new foreword by neil degrasse tyson this is in many ways a particularly american story and anyone
interested in history or museums will find this a very satisfying read author colin davey had a life long love affair
with the museum growing up in new york and spending many many hours happily lost in the museum collections
and that shines through in his writing as does his fine in depth research plenty of excellent graphics and
photographs support this fascinating history seattle book review

Climate Cultures in Europe and North America 2007-05-01
a longtime coast watcher tells the story of the beautiful and ever changing coast of north carolina rich in culture
history and landscape with words and photographs this gorgeous richly illustrated book for visitors and residents
alike details the charms and controversies of the banks of north carolina hatcher highlights the current wonders of
the famous coast as well as an intriguing history that includes the familiar outer banks legendary wright brothers
flight the graveyard of the atlantic and the picturesque lighthouses as well as the lesser known chitlin circuit beach
resort a 1898 coup d etat and a controversial sea bird told with an ear for the native language and local lore with a
taste for the water and its riches and above all with an eye toward the preservation of a vanishing environment and
culture this will be the go to book for readers who want an overview of the north carolina coastal region

Vanishing Cultures Series 2019-05-14
provides practical applications of democratic teaching for classes in history social studies education multicultural
and social justice education community service and civic engagement and education and public policy we the
students and teachers shows history and social studies educators how to make school classrooms into democratic
spaces for teaching and learning the book offers practical strategies and lesson ideas for transforming democratic
theory into instructional practice it stresses the importance of students and teachers working together to create
community and change the book serves as an essential text for history and social studies teaching methods courses
as well as professional development and inservice programs for history and social studies teachers at all grade
levels the key to the excellent potential of this book is its assertion that democratic teaching can be linked to
content especially historical content not just to a generic notion of student centered instruction the theory to
practice emphasis is very explicit as is the emphasis on the voices of the teachers and students who participated in
the research the book also takes a highly creative approach to its topic that i find very refreshing elizabeth
washington university of florida this is an important book maloy and laroche reveal the challenges that face
historians as we grapple with increasingly fraught public and political perceptions of our discipline their strategies
for reconstituting the classroom as a laboratory for instilling democratic values and practices are both ingenious
and practical dane morrison author of true yankees sea captains the south seas and the discovery of american
identity

The American Museum of Natural History and How It Got That Way
2023-04-04
the dynamics of language culture and identity are a major focus for many linguists and cognitive and cultural
researchers this book explores the inextricable connection that language has with cultural identity and cultural
practices with a particular emphasis on how they contribute to shaping personal identity the volume brings together
selected peer reviewed papers from the 7th international conference on language culture and mind with other
specially commissioned chapters like the conference this book aims to enhance mutual understanding among
researchers from diverse disciplinary and theoretical perspectives offering a wealth of insights to a wide range of
readers on recent culturally oriented cognitive studies of language

Time and Tide 2014-12-03
bring the world a little closer with these multicultural books an excellent way for students to appreciate and learn
cultural diversity in an exciting hands on format each book explores the history language holidays festivals customs
legends foods creative arts lifestyles and games of the title country a creative alternative to student research
reports and a time saver for teachers since the activities and resource material are contained in one book

We, the Students and Teachers 2020-04-30
bring the world a little closer with these multicultural books an excellent way for students to appreciate and learn
cultural diversity in an exciting hands on format each book explores the history language holidays festivals customs
legends foods creative arts lifestyles and games of the title country a creative alternative to student research
reports and a time saver for teachers since the activities and resource material are contained in one book

Language, Culture and Identity – Signs of Life 1996-09-01
geogr hist govt econ religion arts festivalfood arts of norway

Our Global Village - Sweden (eBook) 1996-09-01
catalog of the exhibition premiered sept 8 1984 at the everson museum syracuse

Our Global Village - Sweden 2006
to know our many selves profiles the history of canadian studies which began as early as the 1840s with the study
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of canada in discussing this comprehensive examination of culture hoerder highlights its unique interdisciplinary
approach which included both sociological and political angles years later as the study of other ethnicities was
added to the cultural story of canada a solid foundation was formed for the nation s master narrative

Norway 1986-04-01
the whole earth catalog meets the boy scout manual in this comprehensive and irresistible compendium of
wilderness wisdom natural history and practical know how illustrations maps photos throughout

Onondaga 2010
takayuki tatsumi is one of japan s leading cultural critics renowned for his work on american literature and culture
with his encyclopedic knowledge and fan s love of both japanese and american art and literature he is perhaps
uniquely well situated to offer this study of the dynamic crosscurrents between the avant gardes and pop cultures
of japan and the united states in full metal apache tatsumi looks at the work of artists from both sides of the pacific
fiction writers and poets folklorists and filmmakers anime artists playwrights musicians manga creators and
performance artists tatsumi shows how over the past twenty years or so writers and artists have openly and
exuberantly appropriated materials drawn from east and west from sources both high and low challenging and
unraveling the stereotypical images japan and america have of one another full metal apache introduces english
language readers to a vast array of japanese writers and performers and considers their work in relation to the
output of william gibson thomas pynchon h g wells jack london j g ballard and other westerners tatsumi moves from
the poetics of metafiction to the complex career of madame butterfly stories and from the role of the anglo
american lafcadio hearn in promoting japanese folklore within japan during the nineteenth century to the japanese
monster godzilla as an embodiment of both japanese and western ideas about the other along the way tatsumi
develops original arguments about the self fashioning of japanoids in the globalist age the philosophy of creative
masochism inherent within postwar japanese culture and the psychology of mikadophilia indispensable for the
construction of a cyborg identity tatsumi s exploration of the interplay between japanese and american cultural
productions is as electric ebullient and provocative as the texts and performances he analyzes

To Know Our Many Selves 2001
unique account of how ordinary people shaped soviet american relations in the 1930s told through the adventures
of two russian humourists

Wilderness A to Z 2006-06-27
in the 1960s canadians could step through time to eighteenth century trading posts or nineteenth century pioneer
towns these living history museums promised authentic reconstructions of the past but as time travel shows they
revealed more about mid twentieth century interests and perceptions of history than they reflected historical fact
these museums became important components of post war government economic growth and employment policies
shaped by political pressures and the need to balance education and entertainment they reflected canadians
struggle to establish a pan canadian identity in the context of multiculturalism competing nationalisms first nations
resistance and the growth of the state

Full Metal Apache 1994
this peer reviewed collection brings together the latest research on language endangerment and language rights it
creates a vibrant interdisciplinary platform for the discussion of the most pertinent and urgent topics central to
vitality and equality of languages in today s globalised world the novelty of the volume lies in the multifaceted view
on the variety of dangers that languages face today such as extinction through dwindling speaker populations and
lack of adequate preservation policies or inequality in different social contexts e g access to justice education and
research resources there are examples of both loss and survival and discussion of multiple factors that condition
these two different outcomes we pose and answer difficult questions such as whether forced interventions in
preventing loss are always warranted or indeed viable the emerging shared perspective is that of hope to inspire
action towards improving the position of different languages and their speakers through research of this kind

The Elementary School Library Collection, Phases 1-2-3 2024-02-22
guide to storytelling with information on how to set up story hours exhibits activities and suggested stories and
poems

Soviet Adventures in the Land of the Capitalists 2016-07-22
she considers each of these diverse genres in terms of the way it explains the cultural identity of a nation formed
from the settlement of immigrant peoples on the lands of dispossessed indigenous peoples

Time Travel 2016-10-03
american women have made significant contributions to the field of photography for well over a century this
bibliography compiles more than 1 070 sources for over 600 photographers from the 1880s to the present as
women s role in society changed so did their role as photographers in the early years women often served as
photographic assistants in their husbands studios the photography equipment initially heavy and difficult to
transport was improved in the 1880s by george eastman s innovations with the lighter camera equipment
photography became accessible to everyone women photographers became journalists and portraitists who
documented vanishing cultures and ways of life many of these important female photographers recorded life in the
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growing northwest and the streets of new york city became pioneers of historic photography as they captured the
plight of americans fleeing the dust bowl and the horrors of the concentration camps and were members of the
photo secessionist movement to promote photography as a true art form this source serves as a checklist for not
only the famous but also the less familiar women photographers who deserve attention

Endangered Languages and Languages in Danger 1993
george stocking has been widely recognized as the premier historian of anthropology ever since the publication of
his first volume of essays race culture and evolution in 1968 as editor of several publications including the highly
acclaimed history of anthropology series he has led the movement to establish the history of anthropology as a
recognized research specialization in addition to the study victorian anthropology his work includes numerous
essays covering a wide range of anthropological topics the eight essays collected in the ethnographer s magic
consider the emergence of anthropology since the late nineteenth century as an academic discipline grounded in
systematic fieldwork drawing extensively on unpublished manuscript materials the essays focus primarily on franz
boas and bronislaw malinowski the leading figures in the american and the british academic fieldwork traditions
according to george marcus of rice university the essays represent the most informative and insightful writings on
malinowski and boas and their legacies that are yet available beyond their biographical material the essays here
touch upon major themes in the history of anthropology its powerfully mythic aspect and persistent strain of
romantic primitivism the contradictions of its relationship to the larger sociopolitical sphere its problematic
integration of a variety of natural scientific and humanistic inquiries and the tension between its scientific
aspirations and its subjectively acquired data to provide an overview against which to read the other essays
stocking has also included a sketch of the history of anthropology from the ancient greeks to the present for this
collection stocking has written prefatory commentaries for each of the essays as well as two more extended
contextualizing pieces an introductory essay retrospective prescriptive reflections places the volume in
autobiographical and historiographical context the afterword postscriptive prospective reflections reconsiders major
themes of the essays in relation to the recent past and present situation of academic anthropology

Caroline Feller Bauer's New Handbook for Storytellers 2002
museum innovation encourages museums to critically reflect upon current practices and adopt new approaches to
their civic responsibilities arguing that museums have a moral duty to perform the book shows how social
innovation can make them more equitable relevant and impactful institutions including contributions from a diverse
group of international scholars practitioners and researchers the book investigates the innovative approaches
museums are taking to address contemporary social issues the volume focuses on the concept of social innovation
and individual chapters address a range of crucial issues such as climate change the covid 19 pandemic diversity
and inclusion the travel ban and the repatriation of museum collections exploring the impact that organizational
structures have on museums aspirations to act as agents for social change the book also unpacks how museums
can establish sustainable relationships with minority communities proposing steps that museums can take to affirm
their relevance as viable community partners the book breaks down silos and connects ideas across different areas
of museum work museum innovation explores the role of contemporary museums in society it is essential reading
for academics students and practitioners working in the museum and heritage studies field the book s
interdisciplinary nature makes it also an interesting read for those working in business studies digital humanities
visual culture arts administration and political science fields

Northern Experience and the Myths of Canadian Culture 1999-02-28
cited in sheehy and walford this comprehensive reference recommends print and audiovisual materials as well as
microcomputer software and cd rom products for preschool through sixth grade children the present edition
includes 12 294 recommended titles 3 070 being new listings each entry notes the format s available and provides
cataloging and ordering information a critically descriptive annotation interest and reading level estimates and
priority for acquisition for school public and academic librarians and preservice and inservice faculty published by
the brodart company 500 arch st williamsport pa 17705 annotation copyright by book news inc portland or

American Women Photographers 1993-06
drawing together nearly 40 years of experience museums without borders presents the key works of one of the
most respected practitioners and scholars in the field through these selected writings robert r janes demonstrates
that museums have a broader role to play in society than is conventionally assumed he approaches the
fundamental questions of why museums exist and what they mean in terms of identity community and the future of
civil life this book consists of four parts indigenous peoples managing change social responsibility and activism and
ethics the parts are ordered chronologically and each begins with an introduction and an overview of the ensuing
articles which situates the papers in their historical and cultural contexts using an interdisciplinary approach that
combines anthropology ethnography museum studies and management theory janes both questions and supports
mainstream museum practice in a constructive and self reflective manner offering readers alternative viewpoints
on important issues considering concepts not generally recognized in museum practice such as the roman
leadership model of primus inter pares and the buddhist concept of mindfulness janes argues that the global
museum community must examine how they can meet the needs of the planet and its inhabitants museums
without borders charts the evolving role of the contemporary museum in the face of environmental societal and
ethical challenges and explores issues that have and will continue to shape the museum sector for decades to come
this book demonstrates that it is both reasonable and essential to expand the purpose of museums at this point in
history not only because of their unique characteristics and value to society but also because of janes respect and
admiration for their rich legacy it is time that museums assist in the creation of a new caring and more conscious
future for themselves and their communities this can only be done through authentic engagement with
contemporary issues and aspirations
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Bibliographic Guide to Education 1992 1992
a companion to the literature and culture of the american west presents a series of essays that explore the historic
and contemporary cultural expressions rooted in america s western states offers a comprehensive approach to the
wide range of cultural expressions originating in the west focuses on the intersections complexities and challenges
found within and between the different historical and cultural groups that define the west s various distinctive
regions addresses traditionally familiar icons and ideas about the west such as cowboys wide open spaces and
violence and their intersections with urbanization and other regional complexities features essays written by many
of the leading scholars in western american cultural studies

The Ethnographer's Magic and Other Essays in the History of
Anthropology 2021-07-18
this volume provides an investigation of the dynamics of reproduction using reproduction as an entry point the
authors examine how cultures are produced contested and transformed as people imagine their collective future in
the creation of the next generation

Museum Innovation 1994
music has been critical to national identity in latin america especially since the worldwide emphasis on nations and
cultural identity that followed world war i unlike european countries with unified ethnic populations latin american
nations claimed blended ethnicities indigenous caucasian african and asian and the process of national stereotyping
that began in the 1920s drew on themes of indigenous and african cultures composers and performers drew on the
folklore and heritage of ethnic and immigrant groups in different nations to produce what became the music
representative of different countries mexico became the nation of mariachi bands argentina the land of the tango
brazil the country of samba and cuba the island of afro cuban rhythms including the rhumba the essays collected
here offer a useful introduction to the twin themes of music and national identity and melodies and ethnic
identification the contributors examine a variety of countries where powerful historical movements were shaped
intentionally by music

The Elementary School Library Collection 2015-12-14
in the museum of man offers new insight into the thorny relationship between science society and empire at the
high water mark of french imperialism and european racism alice l conklin takes us into the formative years of
french anthropology and social theory between 1850 and 1900 then deep into the practice of anthropology under
the name of ethnology both in paris and in the empire before and especially after world war i and finally into the
fate of the discipline and its practitioners under the german occupation and its immediate aftermath conklin
addresses the influence exerted by academic networks museum collections and imperial connections in defining
human diversity socioculturally rather than biologically especially in the wake of resurgent anti semitism at the time
of the dreyfus affair and in the 1930s and 1940s students of the progressive social scientist marcel mauss were
exposed to the ravages of imperialism in the french colonies where they did fieldwork as a result they began to
challenge both colonialism and the scientific racism that provided its intellectual justification indeed a number of
them were killed in the resistance fighting for the humanist values they had learned from their teachers and in the
field a riveting story of a close knit community of scholars who came to see all societies as equally complex in the
museum of man serves as a reminder that if scientific expertise once authorized racism anthropologists also
learned to rethink their paradigms and mobilize against racial prejudice a lesson well worth remembering today

Museums without Borders 2014-02-03
a comprehensive informal overview of world history and popular culture popular culture from cavespace to
cyberspace traces the history of people s cultures from primitive to postmodern times educational informative and
absorbing this book contains interesting facts on such figures as king tut henry ford bill gates and madonna linking
you to the world past and present popular culture highlights important historical events such as the american
french russian and chinese revolutions while examining world changing social movements you will go on a journey
through time exploring the cultures of the world venturing from cavespace to tomb space to temple space then
medieval space to modern space and post modern epochs and finally to cyberspace while moving through cultural
history you will explore such stories and discoveries as the 1991 discovery of oetzi the ice man who is 5 300 years
old the legends of the greeks romans egyptians and americans who or what turned on the light to the dark ages the
impact of rené descartes i think therefore i am and the inspiration of the enlightenment modernism and the
determination to be up to date the incredible 20th century that mcdonaldized the world postmodernism and its
technology cyburbia and globalism popular culture contains a wide collection of stories covering cultural
phenomena such as tutmania the crusades the ninja turtles hamburger university elitism shakespeare america s
frontier thesis the global village and the coming millennium you will be intrigued by the plethora of fascinating links
that professor fishwick makes in this comprehensive guide to ever changing popular culture

A Companion to the Literature and Culture of the American West
2005

Low Country Gullah Culture, Special Resource Study 1995-07-31
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Conceiving the New World Order 2018

Cultural Nationalism and Ethnic Music in Latin America 2013-10-15

In the Museum of Man 2021-03-19

Popular Culture
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